Spectral broadening of single-frequency laser pulses by optical cross-phase modulation (XPM) with chaotic laser pulses in birefringent single-mode optical fibers is investigated numerically and results are compared with experiments. By this process we have generated laser pulses of variable bandwidth (1-25 A) at the fundamental wavelength (1053 nm) for amplification in high power solid-state Nd:glass lasers used for inertial confinement fusion research. Simulations indicate that a temporally smooth XPM pulse can be generated with intensity fluctuations of less than 10% and spectral width greater than 50 A using a short length (-5 m) of special low dispersion and low birefringence fiber, e.g. D = 10 ps/nm-km (normal dispersion) and An = 2 x i0. Readily available fibers of similar length, with parameters ofD =40 ps/nm-km and En = 6 x i0, can give spectral widths exceeding 25 A, but the noise will range from 25 to 60%. Broadband laser pulses generated by XPM are now routinely used at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for active smoothing of the laser irradiance on targets by the technique of smoothing-by-spectral dispersion.
L Introduction
Spectral broadening of single-frequency laser pulses by optical cross-phase modulation (XPM)1 with a "noisy" chaotic light pulse in a birefringent single-mode fiber was proposed and carried out at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 1989.2 A Nd:glass laser oscillator was developed for use as the chaotic light source with a typical spectral width of -15 A. The XPM broadband system was subsequently engineered and incorporated into the master laser oscillator facility of the Nova laser system at LLNL, and has been used on a regular basis for target irradiance smoothing development at 2w ( 526.5 nm)3, and most recently at 3cü (351 nm)4 using the technique of smoothing-by-spectral dispersion (SSD) developed at the University ofRochester.5 In this technique, and others that rely on the conversion of temporal to spatial incoherence, the degree of smoothness, as quantified by the normalized root-variance of irradiance on target is improved (a is lowered) as the coherence time of the pulse is reduced relative to other characteristic times -such as the delay time across the beam front due to spectral dispersion with a diffraction grating5, the delay time associated with an echelon6, or the time-speading of a laser pulse due to modal dispersion in a multimode optical fiber.7 Propagation of pulses down a high power laser chain requires a smooth temporal shape to maximize laser power while at the same time to reduce temporal intensity peaks that enhance spatial self-focusing, and that can subsequently cause laser damage to expensive optics.8 Therefore, a well engineered system requires temporally incoherent pulses with control of the spectral width and temporal modulation. Most broadband laser sources such as the Nd:glass oscillator are based on the simultaneous lasing of very many (up to -5000) uncorrelated randomly-phased frequency modes spanning the oscillating spectrum. Simple theory for the intensity statistics of an ensemble of uncorrelated laser modes follows the negative exponential statistics of complex circular gaussian random variables9, and shows that such an ensemble will have 100% temporal modulation, i.e. a normalized of intensity of 1.0. In such a "chaotic" pulse the intensity will exceed 2-times the average -15% of the time, and exceed 3-times the average for -5% of the time. The XPM technique in contrast, can produce pulses with significantly less intensity modulation than traditional broadband sources, with a calculated y in the range of 0.2 -0.6 depending on fiber properties and fiber length.
In the XPM technique discussed here, the noisy pulse called the "pump", and the single-frequency pulse called the "signal", are orthogonally polarized, and are simultaneously launched into the polarization preserving axes of a birefringent fiber. A typical optical layout is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that the pump pulse is the higher intensity field, and therefore has a stronger effect on the signal than the signal has on the pump. Through cross-field phase modulation, the intensity fluctuations along the pump polarization axis affect the phase of the electric field along the signal axis, and vice versa. Denoting the electric field envelope functions for the pump and signal fields as u(t) and v(t), respectively, and the intensities as Iu(t)I and Iv(t)12, then neglecting material dispersion over a short fiber length z, the complex-envelope functions become1°( la)
where 2 5 the nonlinear refractive index, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, co is the angular frequency of the electric field carrier wave, and B is the cross-phase modulation parameter which is equal to 2/3 for linearly polarized beams. The first term in the exponent describes self-phase-modulation, while the second term describes the cross-phase-modulation. Since the multiplying exponential factors are imaginary, only the phase of the complex envelopes are affected. The pump and signal amplitudes will not be modulated, and Eqns. 1(a-b) are then valid over the entire fiber length. The self and cross-field phase modulations induce an ensemble of phase shifts which give statistical frequency fluctuations that are transformed into timeintegrated spectral broadening at the end of the fiber. For the signal pulse, cross-phase modulation dominates, and the instantaneous frequency changes are proportional to the time derivative of the optical intensity of the pump field. This can be seen from Eqn. lb by equating -i&o(t) with the time derivative of the factor in the exponent. When the pump source is a broadband Nd:glass oscillator, the fluctuations &,/2ir can be as fast as 0.5 1 Thz, and are therefore unmeasurable except in a statistical sense. With a simple model for the fluctuations in the pump field envelope, we can estimate the root-mean-square value &i ofthe cross-phase-induced bandwidth by finding <&o(t)2>"2, where the brackets denote an average over a time much greater than 2ir/Eo,, ,where Ego,, is the initial pump bandwidth. We find that 6o = (2/3I2)(o0n2I,z/c)Ao ,where I,, is the average pump intensity. The spectral broadening of the signal pulse in this simple approximation then increases linearly with fiber length z, and is proportional to the product of pump bandwidth and average pump intensity. The induced signal bandwidth &Or?pLf S eventually limited by material dispersion at sufficiently large signal bandwidths and fiber lengths.
Analysis of induced-phase-modulation on a signal pulse, Eqn. lb. with a chaotic pump pulse has been carried out using statistical optics theory'1, neglecting dispersion and assuming an initially narrowband signal pulse. The solutions for various statistical cases are in terms of transcendental functions that do not easily lend themselves to a simple description of spectral broadening. For weak coupling, the theory indicates that the broadening should be quadratic in pump intensity or fiber length. While interesting, the theory is not useful in practical cases, since the signal develops amplitude noise due to groupvelocity dispersion at even moderate signal bandwidths ('-5 A) and fiber lengths ('.-5 meters). The various spectral components of the signal pulse propagate at slightly different velocities, so that with sufficient distance down the fiber, they become dephased and the signal amplitude is modulated. The group-velocity dispersion also changes the structure of the pump pulse, which then reduces the modulation depth accumulated along the fiber length, of the cross-field-induced phase on the signal pulse. Group velocity walk-off between pump and signal pulses due to fiber birefringence also limits spectral broadening by averaging-out the induced-phase.
Once strong amplitude noise has developed on the signal pulse, it will spectrally broaden by self-phase-modulation (SPM) and continue to get noisier. The spectrum of the pump pulse will also broaden by factors of 2-3 times by SPM. In contrast, we find that the intensity noise on the pump will decrease by spectral broadening from SPM. Other effects such as Raman scattering in the fused-silica fiber2 can also alter the characteristics of spectral broadening. Typically, below stimulated threshold, the Raman effect will cause the pump to develope a "red" spectral wing and an overall "red" shift, which can cause a "blue" shift in the centroid of the signal spectrum. A similar "red" and "blue" shift is observed, neglecting Raman scattering, when the pump pulse is launched into the "slow" axis and the signal into the "fast" axis, and vice-versa. The pulses will shift spectrally so that the group-velocity dispersion will tend to equalize the propagation velocities and minimize pulse walk-off. We have included such effects in our numerical simulations, which are patterned after work of Menyuk and colleagues on the stability of picosecond duration soliton pulses propagating in birefringent single-mode optical fibers13 , and we include a linearized treatment of the Raman effect.14 Practical problems include such things as twists and bends in the fiber which can cause local birefringence changes, and cause scattering of the pump field into the polarization state of the signal, thereby artificially increasing noise on the signal pulse. Coupling ofpump and signal beams into and out-of the birefringent fiber is also a problem, and can complicate comparisons with theory. These effects can be addressed experimentally.
it Experiments
In 1989 at LLNL we implemented a novel concept in broadband light generation which employed the idea of optical field cross-phase-modulation (XPM) in a single-transverse-mode optical fiber.2 The impetus for this development was our need to have a reliable, variable bandwidth laser source operating at close to the Nd:glass fundamental wavelength, with a smooth temporal envelope that would allow high finesse pulse shaping and propagation down the Nova laser chain at high power, with minimum risk of optical damage. The optical layout for the XPM system is shown in Fig. 1 . The "noisy" laser source for this system was a multi-longitudinal-mode Nd:glass laser oscillator, depicted in Fig. 2 , with a nominal spectral width of 15 A. The signal beam was derived from a LLNL designed single-frequency Nd:YLF oscillator and was transform limited. The Nd:glass oscillator used a 5-mm 4 x 3" brewster angle cut Q-98 phosphate glass rod positioned at the high reflector ( 3-m radius of curvature) end of the laser cavity and a brewster-angle-cut deuterated KDP Pockels cell Q-switch at the outputcoupling end. Cavity length was 90 cm between mirrors, giving a longitudinal-mode spacing of 167 MHz and cavity round-trip time of 6-ns. An 85% reflectivity output coupler was typically used, although others were investigated. Separating the doubleflashlamp pumped laser head (-50 J/pulse) and Pockels cell was an adjustable iris for spatial mode control, and a high damage threshold thin-film dielectric polarizer. A 15-ns square pump pulse was electro-optically sliced out of the 15O-ns Nd:glass Q-switched pulse, and combined at the fiber input face with a 1O-12-ns square slice from the single-frequency pulse. Simple lox microscope objectives ( N.A. .25) were used for coupling the beams into and out-of the fiber. The pump and signal beams were separated by a high rejection ratio polarizer. The maximum pump energy measured at the fiber output was 10-12
ILl. The signal pulse energy was 1 p.1. Spectral and temporal measurements of the XPM signal and pump pulses were made using conventional diagnostics ( a 1-rn spectrometer and a 5-ps resolution streak camera). At the time we determined that for short lengths of optical fiber ( 2.9-rn) the signal pulse showed only nominal noise levels at bandwidths up to -30 A .When the fiber length was increased to 6.0-rn and then to 10.7-rn we observed higher bandwidths, up to 35 A and 45 A, but the XPMinduced temporal noise was noticeably increased.
The fiber used for these experiments (Lightwave pmf-001-920, now obsolete, but similar to new Ensign-Bickford fiber pmf-1060) was a Ge02-doped elliptical core, F-doped elliptical cladding, single-mode birefringent fiber with an advertised cut-off wavelength of 920 nrn, with core dimensions of4.2 x 7.4 pm, and a manufacturer's qouted polarization beat length of 9.0 mm at 515 nm, giving us a &iof 6 x i0 for the fiber birefringence. From &z we can calculate that the pulse walk-off rate between polarizations is En/c = 0.2 ps/rn. We estimate the fiber V-parameter from the cut-off wavelength and core dimensions, and estimate the best elliptical gaussian beam waist dimensions for coupling into the lowest order spatial mode (HE11). By the usual formulas'5 we determined that the gaussian waist diameter should be 22% larger than the core dimensions for best matching, giving a laser mode area Am it(1.22)2(2.1x3.7)t2 =18.2 pm2. However, our fiber-optic couplers were sirnple microscope objectives. The pump laser mode was matched to the major axis of the core; thus giving a rnode area Am of -32 pm2. Dividing Am 1fld the pulse duration into the pulse energy gives an estimate of the peak spatial intensity of the beam coupled into the fiber. It is easy to show that the effective mode area of the fiber is approximated by Aeff (5I(x,y)dxdy) /fI(x,y)dxdy, where I(x,y) is the elliptical gaussian mode that best matches the actual fiber mode. Carrying-out this simple integration indicates that Aeffequals twice the laser mode area Am, or -1.5 times the physical area of the fiber core. For our case we take Aeff' 64 pm2, and use the measured output energy as an approximate value for the energy coupled into the fiber.
Typical experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 3 for a pump pulse energy of '5 p.1, as measured at the fiber output face, and at a fiber length of 12 m. Dividing by Aeff from above and the pulse duration, we estimate an average pump intensity of -M.5 GW/crn2 in the fiber, giving an average modulation depth of 1 radian/rn. Fig. 3 (upper right) shows the singlefrequency spectrum (< 0.5 A) the prior to XPM, limited in resolution by the optical multi-channel analyzer and spectrometer. With XPM from the pump laser the single-frequency line broadened symmetrically to a width of -22.7 A FWHM as shown in Fig. 3 (upper left) . The pump spectrum increased from 14.3 A in Fig. 3 (lower left), to -23.5 A FWHM as shown in Fig. 3 (lower right), as a result of SPM in the fiber. We typically observed a central feature ("spike") in the XPM spectrum located at the wavelength of the unmodulated signal. This "spike" was substantially reduced by adding a second output polarizer to the pulse-slicing Pockels cell used for the single-frequency oscillator, and hence we surmise that the central component was an artifact from unmodulated light leaking through the slicer. In later experiments, however, and with the current XPM set-up on Nova, we do in fact observe a strong central component at low ( < 5 A ) signal bandwidths. We also see this in numerical simulations shown in Section 4.
When the pump energy was doubled to 10 pJ, at an estimated average intensity of .'1 OW/cm2 in the 12-rn fiber, we observed that both the pump and signal spectra developed large asymmetries. One particular case is shown in Fig. 4 . The signal spectra, Fig. 4 (right) , developed a noticeable shift towards the "blue" spectral side. The pump spectra, Fig. 4 (left) , exhibited the opposite behavior, developing a shift in the centroid of the spectra to the "red" side. The leakage from the pulse slicer provided a wavelength fiducial for the un-modulated light. The overall "red" shift in the broadband pump spectrum could be due to Rarnan scattering effects, but is also consistent with simulations that indicate that the pump should "red" shift and the signal "blue" shift to minimize group-velocity walk-off, when coupled into the "slow" and "fast" polarization axes, respectively. In more typical operation, Fig. 5 shows XPM induced bandwidth as a function of measured pump energy for several fiber lengths tested on Nova. As fiber length is increased the XPM bandwidth increases at constant pump energy, but not much is gained in going from a 10-rn to 20-rn fiber. Also there appears some limiting of the XPM bandwidth as pump energy goes up. Simulations indicated that at longer fiber lengths the walk-off effect was limiting the XPM. A second fiber was tested, one commonly used for 5PM in an optical pulse compressor, at a length of 17-rn, and gave very poor results. An XPM spectral width of only 1 .5 A was obtained with 8 p.! of pump energy. The walk-off rate for this fiber was estimated at 1.1 ps/rn, about 5 times greater than our standard XPM fiber. One experimental consideration is that the central pump wavelength was measured as 1054. 1-nm (for Nd:glass), whereas the signal wavelength was measured as 1053.3-nm (for Nd:YLF). With a group-velocity-dispersion of -40 ps/nm-km at 1053 nm, the refractive index difference due to dispersion is -1 x 10, which corresponds to a walk-off rate of -0.032 ps/rn, which we ignore compared to the birefringence walk-off rate of 0.2 ps/rn.
The Raman effect for monochromatic fields is described in terms of the pump and scattered (Stokes) field intensities, denoted by I and I, where the growth-rate of the frequency-shifted Stokes field is proportional to the product of pump and Stokes intensities, given by &)dZ = GRI,1 . Thecoefficient GR depends on the frequency difference between pump and Stokes fields and is proportional to the pump frequency. For Si02 glass fiber, GR has a maximum value of 0.91 x i0 m/W at a frequency difference of 13.2 THz estimated for a pump wavelength of 1053 nm.11 For a 10-12 m length of fiber we can use the growth equation to estimate the stimulated threshold intensity. Neglecting pump depletion, the growth in the Stokes field at peak gain is exp(GRI,z), where z is the fiber length. Approximately 30 Nepers of gain is required to reach threshold from spontaneous noise conditions; therefore, the pump intensity required is -3.3 GW/cm2, or 30 p.1 energy in a 15-ns square pulse. From simulations in Section 4, we will see that Raman scattering effects should be observed at energies below threshold.
.t Theory
The coupled wave equations that describe the space and time evolution of the pump and signal electric fields inside a birefringent optical fiber can be derived from Maxwell's equations using the slowly varying envelope approximations. They resemble the Schrodinger equations for pulse propagation in dispersive media, except that the nonlinear self-and cross-field coupling terms are added from the third order electric susceptibility,10 and we also add terms describing the self-and cross-field Raman effects, in a linearized treatment.14 We treat the fields as plane-waves in the direction transverse to the fiber optical axis, which we take here as the z-axis. To simplify the computational effort, we also transform the time-derivatives of the fields, denoted by operators )/t and d/iJt to a local time variable, 'r = (t-zlvg), describing a reference frame moving along with the two pulses at the average group-velocity Vg. We also define a parameter 6 which is 1/2 the reciprocal group-velocity difference, that is 6 = (l/2)i(l/Vg) . We can approximate this as equal to the reciprocal phase velocity difference from fiber birefringence, En, so that = (1/2)(An/c), which we take as a positive number. We shall suppose as is customary that the pump and signal envelope functions, taken here as u(z,t) and v(z,t) respectively, represent the spatially-averaged mode field amplitudes for the two polarization eigenvectors of the fiber. We write the equations in the mks system where the field amplitudes u(z,t) and v(z,t) are in units of (W/m2)'12 . When we launch the pump field u(z,t) into the "slow" polarization axis, the wave equation 
Eqns. 2(a-b), w, is the angular frequency of the electric field carrier, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, which for Si02 glass fibers we take as 3.2 x 1020 m2/w.'4 The group velocity dispersion is denoted by g = hia2 = (2irclco02)D(s/m2) , whereD is the group-velocity dispersion parameter which we take to be positive for wavelengths in the normal dispersion regime. In the linearized fiber Raman theory14 we take the spectral-widths of the pump and signal pulses to be much less than 13.2 Thz, and then the coefficients in Eqns. 3(a-b) can be approximated as being proportional to the slope of the spectral shar of the Raman gain coefficient GR evaluated at zero-frequency shift. For Si02 glass fiber, GR has a peak value of 0.91 x 1O m/W for a 1053-nm wavelength pump pulse, at a Raman shift of 13.2 1Hz.12 In this approximation, GR Cjfj, wherefR 13.2 THz, and CR 8.3 x 1027 m-secfW. The Raman coefficients in Eqns. 3(a-b) are then given as Cl = CR12 for the parallel (self) Raman term, c2 = CR13 for the perpendicular (cross-field) Raman term, and c3 = CR13 for the perpendicular ( 4-wave mixing ) Raman term.
The nonlinear equation set, Eqns. 2(a-b) and 3(a-b), can be solved in variety of ways'6 -including the split-step Fourier method which is what we have adopted.17 In this method the coupled partial differential equations (PDE's) are converted to coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE's) by eliminating the a/at and operators in Eqns. 2(a-b) by Fourier transforming. Ignoring the self and cross field interactions, over a small distance z:
solves the linear part of the PDE describing the pulse time evolution, and similarly for the signal field v(z+&,t). The Fourier propagator G(z,i) is given by (4b) G(z,ri) = where TI ) -(i)o j5 the angular frequency difference from the carrier wave, and we take the plus (+) sign on for the pump field and the minus (-) sign on for the signal. Substituting u(z÷öz,t) and v(z+z,'r) back for u(z,t) and v(z,t) in Eqns. 2(a-b), and with time-derivatives in Eqns. 3(a-b), we calculate the interaction effects for all times 'r at position z, and solve the coupled ODE's over the space step from z to z+&, using simple trapezoidal integration. The time derivatives at position z which are required for the Raman interactions can be determined by Fourier methods or by finite differences in t once the various products of the fields are computed. The integration proceeds from z to z+z by repeating the time evolution operation with u(z+6z,'r) substituted for u(z,'r) on the right-hand side of Eqn. 4a, and similarly for v(z+öz,t). This numerical approach is sometimes called the "leap frog" method, and is accurate to O(6z2).
Simulation Results
A number of simulations were first carried out to verify our estimate of the effective pump beam area at the fiber faces by comparing the resulting XPM-induced bandwidth as a function of fiber length to the maximum bandwidths that were 6/SPIE Vol. 1870 observed experimentally in a "standard" case. We took the data shown in Fig. 3 to be representative, but not the best results achieved; that is, for a broadband pump pulse with 5 pJ in 15 ns, with a nominal spectral width of 14 to 16 A, andfor a single-frequency signal pulse with 1 p.! in 10 ns, we measured a maximum spectral broadening of -3O A at 3-rn, -35 A at 6-rn and up to 45A at 12-rn fiber length. It is not practical to simulate entire pulses at the spectral widths involved, so instead we simulated a narrow time-slice. The computational grid consisted of 2048 time-points in a 200-ps window, sufficient to resolve sub-ps variations, and a minimum of 2000 z-steps for a fiber length of up to 12 m. We used shorter time windows and more z-steps in certain cases to avoid spectral aliasing problems. The signal pulse was taken to have a flat amplitude and constant phase, initially. The pump pulse was modeled as a superposition of spectral modes of uniformly random phase, with mode amplitudes following a Gaussian shape. For more realism, the mode amplitudes in some cases were required to satisfy Rayleigh statistics, while maintaining an overall Gaussian envelope. The spectral-shape resulting from cross-phase-modulation is not Gaussian, and is typically very noisy. So to obtain the spectral width from the simulations, we first calculate the centroid of the distribution, (Dc (fcolv(w)Idw)/(JIv(o#dw), where v(co) is the Fourier transform of the electric field envelope of the signal pulse (or pump pulse), and then the square-root of the variance of the spectral power about the centroid position, that is a =
We then define the spectral bandwidth as &ühm 2/2ln(2)a = 2.355a , which is exactly the full-width at half-maximum for a Gaussian power spectrum. This number will be somewhat larger than we would estimate as the experimental full-width at half-maximum for an XPM-induced spectral shape.
The results of one representative simulation are shown in Fig. 6 , and were obtained with a beam area of 66.7 pm2, which is very close to the estimate given in Section 2. As the pump and signal pulses move down the fiber and interact via the nonlinear refractive index, their spectral widths broaden linearly with fiber length up to a length of about 4.5-m. The signal pulse develops 20 A width and the pump pulse spectrum increases from 16.7 A to -40 A. Beyond 2-m length, the signal pulse broadens at a slower rate with distance and tends towards a limiting value of '40 A at 81O m. The intensity noise (as quantified by the normalized root-variance) appears to initially grow quadratically with distance, but then grows linearly with distance from 2 to 5 m, and finally flattens out to a a value of O.65 at 12 m. Interestingly, the pump pulse, beginning witha , 0.94 ( ideal statistics gives a = 1), gets less noisy with distance and reaches an asymptotic level of a -0.56 at a fiber length of 6-rn. As the pump pulse noise decreases, it's spectral width becomes limited to a value of -68 A, which is an increase of 4 times over the initial bandwidth. Fig. 7 shows representative pump and signal pulseshapes and spectra at a fiber length of 6-m, were the signal has broadened to twice the initial pump spectral width, and where the a values are approximately equal. In practice, however, we have never seen the pump spectrum broaden by this amount. Examination of the frequency ceniroids shows that the pump pulse should develope a "red" shift of 19 GHz at 6-m and -75 GHz at 12-m length, for propagation down the "slow" fiber axis; and the signal pulse should "blue" shift by -39 GHz at 6-rn and 151 GHz at 12-rn, forpropagation down the "fast" axis. When the axes are reversed the pulses shift in the opposite sense. As with the soliton propagation in birefringent fibers, the spectral centroids shift apart because the two polarizations are bound together through cross-phase-modulation. The frequency centroids shift in opposite directions using the group-velocity-dispersion to eliminate the polarization velocity difference.
When Raman scattering was included in these simulations, the results were changed only slightly because the spectral broadening in the first few meters was much less than the 13.2 THz Raman shift. Simulations showed that a small fraction of power was transferred from the fast axis (signal) which has a higher central frequency, to the slow axis (pump) as expected for Raman scattering. We also observed additional "red" shifts on both polarizations, with the pump beam seeing the larger shiftan additional red shift of 17 GHz at 6-m and 70 GHz at 12-rn, with the signal beam only red shifting by 16 GHz at 12-rnfor a total "blue" shift of 135 GHz. At twice the pump energy per pulse, 10 pJ in 15-ns, at an estimated pump intensity in the fiber of 1 GW/cm2, simulations (Fig. 8) show more noticeable Raman effects, particularly on the pump pulse (upper left). Over a 6-rn fiber length, the "red" shift on the pump beam is large, -1 Thz, due to the development of a long "red" wing, and -72% additional spectral broadening is predicted. In contrast to the previous simulations, the signal spectrum (upper right) is pushed even further to the "blue" with SRS -97 GHz compared to 46 GHz without SRS, and the signal spectrum also shows a 30% increase in broadening. A small percentage (-'2.3 %) of signal power is also transferred from the signal to the pump pulse. As discussed in Section 2, the stimulated threshold for Raman scattering should occur at a pump intensity of 3.3 GW/crn2. However, a noisy pulse can exceed 3 times the average intensity 5% of the time, and these intensity peaks can contain up to -20% of the total power, so it is not surprising that we predict noticeable Raman effects at below threshold.
Optimization of the XPM process is illustrated with the simulation results shown in Fig. 9 . In order to examine the effects of polarization walk-off ( fiber birefringence) and group-velocity dispersion on XPM, a matrix of runs was performed Single-mode Spectrum (w/ XPM in fiber) ps/nm-km. Lfl 2 x i0. Plot of spectral broadening of pump and signal pulses with fiber length (left), plot of normalized root-variance of intensity for pump and signal pulses with fiber length (right).
